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The new gate anime release date

The New Gate is a popular action-isekai manga, which initially sounds very similar to Sword Art online, but once you get more into the series, you realize the true potential of the series and what shows it from your typical fantasy stories. It's already been days since the English translations for Chapter 65 came out and fans are already pretty excited to read to find what will happen
next in the story. Unfortunately, we have to wait a whole month before we have access to the next chapter. With that being said let's take a look at The New Gate chapter 66 and with its release date and the potential date when we expect it to be raw scans that need to be leaked. In addition, we will also tell you about the official ways in which you can read this manga. What is the
New Port about? The New Gate is a Japanese light novel series written by Shinogi Kazanami and published by Alphapolis with illustrations drawn by Makai no Juumin. The New Gate Vol. 1 Cover The Death Game in VRMMO-RPG THE NEW GATE, which involved tens of thousands of people, was finally being released due to the activity of the strongest player Shin. But
immediately after the last boss monster was defeated, the door to be open does not open, and only Shin is blown into the world 500 years in the future. What came before Shin when he woke up was another world where NPCs (non-player characters) and monsters who have lived since the game era and strangers come and go. The young of the strongest online game player
creates a new legend with overwhelming fighting power as a weapon. The New Gate Chapter 66 Release Date The New Gate manga adaptation by artist Miwa Yoshiyuki is published on Alphapolis's online manga delivery service, where new chapters are released every month on the second Tuesday. The last chapter was published on 8 December and is therefore published on 12
January 2020. It will take some time for the English translations into the chapter to be available, as the entire translation process involves many complicated ones, including cleaning, proofreading, setup and, of course, translation. So you may have to wait for 3-6 days before the chapter is available in English. Chapter 66 Raw Scans, Spoilers and Recent Leaks As for Writing the
Raw Scans and Spoilers for The New Gate ch. Sixty-six hasn't come out yet. Such raw scans usually begin occupancy on the Internet 2-3 days before the chapter is officially released. We are this month to he available by January 9, 2020. We will add spoilers to our article and notify you as soon as they are available. For those who don't know Raw scans are basically the
untranslated pages from manga chapters in their original Japanese form. When raws are leaked on the internet, spoilers also begin coating. Where to read Chapter 66 of The New Gate manga online? Currently there is no official way to read the latest chapter while simultaneously published in Japan. The best we can do wait for its English publisher One Peace Books to release
the latest volume in English, but unfortunately they are currently 5 volumes behind as 9 volumes have already been released in Japan and only the first four of them have been translated. The last option is to rely on the unofficial translations of fan groups. But be sure to buy manga when it's available in your location to support its creators for their hard work. Well that's all for today.
We will keep you updated on all news related to The New Gate Chapter 66. Also check out Kaiju No. 8 chapter 21 release date and Horimiya chapter 122. PatīkPatīk visusPage TransparencyFacebook displays information that can help you better understand the purpose of a page. See actions taken by the people who manage and post content. Skatīt visu Sorry, no one has
started a discussion yet. Sign in or sign up to start a discussion. Overall 9 Story 7 Art 9 Signs 9 Enjoyment 10** THIS REVIEW CONTAINS INFO THAT CAN BE SEEN AS SPOILERS FOR (..) CERTAIN PEOPLE!** Okay, so to start I'll briefly explain what's going on: You can get the impression that it's a, Sword Art Online copy for a first glance, but it's not one! (This contains parts
from the first chapter I think) We start with the main character beating the final boss,Origin of this death game called, The New Gate, which caught thousands of players inside. When he finishes his job (which actually looked pretty easy) he waits for everyone to log out and plans to be the last to do so, but then a door appears behind him and he decides to enter it because why not.
He's being teleported to a place that turns out to be the game, but after 500 years he beat the final boss. (And also he can not log out again:/ ) And thus his adventure start- - Story : 7 I gave it a seven, because it's not too bad, but it has some small plot-holes, not that they cause so many problems, but they're still there.. - Art: 9 I couldn't decide if I should give it a 7, 8 or 9 because
the art-style looks a bit clunky, but still really detailed. I still went with 9 because of these details. Oh boy, I looked back at some pages of action and they were pretty amazing – Character: 9 The characters show some development, and are really relatable and show some logic (Im talking about the new chapters, I mean at my time its only near chapter 30.. so yes I mean these
chaps). I do not know what more should I say, maybe they are .. Colorful? - Enjoyment: 10 It really depends on the person but so far im enjoying it.. so 10/10 (Not sure what people think if they like to vote 7/10 on this, it's really just a,, yes or ,, no question ..) And yes there you go, hope you will start reading it too! Read more ALL POSTS Will there be an anime? Anyone know if an
anime will be made of this novel?, is amazing! (edited by Armando1988) 0It's a great story! I would love to see it on screen. Nothing has been announced The overlord had nine volumes out before anime started, so maybe within a year we'll know. The other thing is that anime is used to push sales of the novel so that they can not continue on another season, like with the Overlord.
They did a mobile game for JP. Hopefully that increased interest. (edited by VicomteDeLaFere) Sign in to add items to your list, keep track of your progress, and rate series! Description The New Gate tells the story of Shin, the strongest player in a VRMMORPG (Virtual Reality Massively Multiplayer Online Role Play) known as The New Gate. After the game was turned into a dead
game and the players were all trapped inside, he took it upon himself to defeat the final boss and set everyone free. But when he lingered in the game afterwards while everyone else logged out, he suddenly found himself falling unconscious. He wakes up in an uncharted area and discovers that not only is he still trapped in the world of the game, but that 500 years have passed
since he defeated the final boss. He needs to find his way through a world that is now unknown and find out what happened to the world 500 years ago after the boss was defeated and all the players logged out. Links:Japanese Web Publishing (raw) Less... Type Manga Related Series Associated Names La nouvelle PorteNauji VartaiNew GateНовые Вратаเดอะ นิวเทザ】ニュー】
ゲート더뉴트 Groups Scanlating Latest Release (s) Status 9 Volumes (Ongoing) Completely Scanlated? No Anime Start/End Chapter N/A User Reviews N/A Forum User Rating Average: 8.5/10.0 (434 votes) Bayesian Average: 8.36/10.0 Last updated July 30, 2020, 7:06pm PST Page 2 Login to add items to your list, keep track of your progress, and rate series! Description The
New Gate tells the story of Shin, the strongest player in a VRMMORPG (Virtual Reality Massively Multiplayer Online Role Play) known as The New Gate. After the game was turned into a dead game and the players were all trapped inside, he took it upon himself to defeat the final boss and set everyone free. But when he lingered in the game afterwards while everyone else logged
out, he suddenly found himself falling unconscious. He wakes up in an uncharted area and discovers that not only is he still trapped in the world of the game, but that 500 years have passed since he defeated the final boss. He needs to find his way through a world that is now unknown and find out what happened to the world 500 years ago after the boss was defeated and all the
players logged out. Links:Japanese Web Publishing (raw) Less... Type Manga Related Series Associated Names La nouvelle PorteNauji VartaiNew GateНовые Вратаเดอะ นิวเทザ】ニュー】ゲート더뉴트 Groups Scanlating Latest Release (s) Status 9 Volumes (Ongoing) Completely Scanlated? No Anime Start/End Chapter N/A User Reviews N/A Forum User Rating Average:
8.5/10.0 (434 votes)Bayesian Average: 8.36/10.0 Last updated July 30, 2020, 7:06 PM PST PST
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